
The International Committee of the Red Cross

Mosul city / Mosul / Nainawa

WATER & HABITAT DEPARTMENT

Mosul/Western part / PSs / Rehabilitation



No. Item Description Unit Estim 

Qty

Unit P. (USD) Total Price (USD)

1

1,1

Boosting pump:- Providing the required equipment, labor 

and tools for installing and operating  brand new set 

horizontal pump (Split case type, Turkish made, contractor 

shall submit technical specifications of alternative and submit 

the catalogs of the pumps and will provide a supplier’s pump 

efficiency curve for each pump requested, to ensure that the 

pumps installed are efficient and not simply matching the 

requested flow rate and head).

Complete sets (Electrical Motor and suitable Starter). 

The specification of the Pump:

Electrical motor, 380 VAC Y/D, 50 Hz.

Q = 300 M³/hr &  H = 60 m, RPM=1450. 

Shaft: stainless steel.

Work & Price include; supplying and installing suitable new 

(integrated control panel of ABB components or equivalent) 

inside the station, with all required & related electro-

mechanical connections as standard to achieve neat 

performance.                                

The work should includes dismantling the old pumps and 

replacing the new.

Set 2

1,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron gate valve DN 

200, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel 

type, stem should be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile 

iron rubber coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, 

Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all 

bolts and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings 

required or any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun 

paint.

No. 4

Mosul/Western part / PSs / Rehabilitation

11.07.17

Mosul west part / Mosul / Nainawa

 Dawasa pumping station



1,3

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron check valve DN 

200, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel 

type, stem should be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile 

iron rubber coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, 

Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all 

bolts and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings 

required or any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun 

paint.

No. 2

1,4

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for pumps & motors. (Horizontal 

split case type, Q=300m3/hr., H = 60m, RPM = 1500, 

pumps). The work includes dismantling the pump & motor 

cover, fabricating and replacing all damaged lantern and 

wear rings (brass), brass bushes and replacement of ball 

bearing as required, checking all electric connections and 

operating the motor. Spare components should be suitable 

for the installed equipment

Set 2

1,5

Supplying materials and installing two batteries 200 amp for 

the electrical generator 400 KVA, the work includes supplying 

engine oil 100 liters.  
L.S 1

1,6

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms 

and the fence, the work should include repairing the 

plastering of the affected walls with re-painting them, 

repairing the iron doors and the windows with the glass 

panels, fixing the electrical fittings and lighting (12 florescent 

and 6 projectors), supplying and installing steel storage tank 

1.5 m3 for the operator room and repairing the entrance door.

L.S 1

Sub-total 1

2

2,1

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for pumps (50 m3/h, 60 head, 

pumps & motors), the work includes dismantling the pump & 

motor cover, fabricating and replacing all damaged, lantern 

and wear rings (brass), brass bushes, replace ball bearings, 

checking all electric connections and operating the motor.

No. 2

2,2

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms 

and the fence, the work should include repairing the 

plastering of the affected walls with re-painting them, 

repairing the iron doors and the windows with the glass 

panels, fixing the electrical fittings and lighting (10 florescent 

and 4 projectors), supplying and installing steel storage tank 

1.5 m3 for the operator room and repairing the entrance door.

L.S 1

2,3

Supplying materials and repairing the two steel storage 

tanks30 m3 capacity, the work includes welding the affected 

parts, replacing the damaged valves and pipes and fittings.  L.S 1

Sub-total 2

3

Al Ma'amon apartments pumping station

 Al Ma'amon pumping station



3,1

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for pumps and motors (Horizontal 

split case type, Q = 600 m^3/h, H = 60 m, RPM = 1500). The 

work includes dismantling the pump & motor cover, 

fabricating and replacing all damaged, lantern and wear rings 

(brass), brass bushes, replace ball bearings, checking all 

electric connections and operating the motor. Spare 

components should be suitable for the installed equipment.

Set 2

3,2

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms 

and the fence, the work should include repairing the 

plastering of the affected walls with re-painting them, 

repairing the iron doors (repairing the entrance door) and the 

windows with the glass panels, fixing the electrical fittings 

and lighting (15 florescent and 4 projectors), supplying and 

installing steel storage tank 1.5 m3 for the operator room 

L.S 1

3,3

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the access road of 

the PS from the main road to entrance of the of pumping 

station building, the work includes removing the damaged 

concrete layer and treating the land erosion by adding two 

layers of sub base materials with good compaction, then 

casting by reinforced concrete with B.R.C net 8 mm and 

opening 15x15 cm, the thickness of the casting should not be 

less than 15 cm, the work includes levelling the yard and 

paving layer of crushed stone 10 cm before casting the 

concrete.

M2 150

3,4

Supplying materials and installing two batteries 200 amp for 

the electrical generator 400 KVA, the work includes supplying 

engine oil 100 liters.  
L.S 1

Sub-total 3

4

4,1

Boosting pump:- Providing the required equipment, labor 

and tools for installing and operating  brand new set 

horizontal pump (Split case type, Turkish made, contractor 

shall submit technical specifications of alternative and submit 

the catalogs of the pumps and will provide a supplier’s pump 

efficiency curve for each pump requested, to ensure that the 

pumps installed are efficient and not simply matching the 

requested flow rate and head).

Complete sets (Electrical Motor and suitable Starter). 

The specification of the Pump:

Electrical motor, 380 VAC Y/D, 50 Hz.

Q = 250 M³/hr &  H = 60 m, RPM=1450. 

Shaft: stainless steel.

Work & Price include; supplying and installing suitable new 

(integrated control panel of ABB components or equivalent) 

inside the station, with all required & related electro-

mechanical connections as standard to achieve neat 

performance.                                

The work should includes dismantling the old pumps and 

replacing the new.

Set 1

4) Al Mansour new pumping station



4,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron gate valve DN 

200, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel 

type, stem should be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile 

iron rubber coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, 

Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all 

bolts and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings 

required or any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun 

paint.

No. 2

4,3

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron check valve DN 

150, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel 

type, stem should be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile 

iron rubber coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, 

Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all 

bolts and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings 

required or any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun 

paint.

No. 1

4,4

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for pumps and motors (Horizontal 

split case type, Q = 250 m^3/h, H = 60 m, RPM = 1500). The 

work includes dismantling the pump & motor cover, 

fabricating and replacing all damaged, lantern and wear rings 

(brass), brass bushes, replace ball bearings, checking all 

electric connections and operating the motor. Spare 

components should be suitable for the installed equipment.

Set 1

4,5

Supplying materials and installing two batteries 200 amp for 

the electrical generator 400 KVA, the work includes supplying 

engine oil 100 liters.  
L.S 1

4,6

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms, 

the work should include repairing the plastering of the 

affected walls with re-painting them, repairing the iron doors 

and the windows with glass, fixing the electrical fittings and 

lighting (20 florescent and 6 projectors).

L.S 1

Sub-total 4

5  Al Mansour old pumping station



5,1

Boosting pump:- Providing the required equipment, labor 

and tools for installing and operating  brand new set booster 

pumps (Turkish made, contractor shall submit technical 

specifications of alternative and submit the catalogs of the 

pumps and will provide a supplier’s pump efficiency curve for 

each pump requested, to ensure that the pumps installed are 

efficient and not simply matching the requested flow rate and 

head).

Complete sets (Electrical Motor and suitable Starter). 

The specification of the Pump:

Electrical motor, 380 VAC Y/D, 50 Hz.

Q = 30 M³/hr &  H = 60 m, RPM=1450. 

Shaft: stainless steel.

Work & Price include; supplying and installing suitable new 

(integrated control panel of ABB components or equivalent) 

inside the station, with all required & related electro-

mechanical connections as standard to achieve neat 

performance.                                

The work should includes dismantling the old pumps and 

replacing the new.

Set 2

5,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron gate valve DN 

100, PN10, for the suction and delivery side, working 

temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel type, stem should be 

stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber coated, 

casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, Fluorine 

(Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all bolts and nuts. 

The work includes providing any fittings required or any pipe 

modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 2

5,3

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron check valve DN 

100, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), stem should 

be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber 

coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, 

Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all bolts 

and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings required or 

any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 1

5,4

Supplying materials and installing two batteries 100 amp for 

the electrical generator 75 KVA, the work includes supplying 

engine oil 50 liters.  
L.S 1

5,5

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms, 

the work should include repairing the plastering of the 

affected walls with re-painting them, repairing the iron doors 

and the windows with glass, fixing the electrical fittings and 

lighting (10 florescent and 4 projectors).

L.S 1

Sub-total 5

6 Al Rafidain pumping station



6,1

Boosting pump:- Providing the required equipment, labor 

and tools for installing and operating  brand new set 

horizontal pump (Split case type, Turkish made, contractor 

shall submit technical specifications of alternative and submit 

the catalogs of the pumps and will provide a supplier’s pump 

efficiency curve for each pump requested, to ensure that the 

pumps installed are efficient and not simply matching the 

requested flow rate and head).

Complete sets (Electrical Motor and suitable Starter). 

The specification of the Pump:

Electrical motor, 380 VAC Y/D, 50 Hz.

Q = 600 M³/hr &  H = 60 m, RPM=1450. 

Shaft: stainless steel.

Work & Price include; supplying and installing suitable new 

(integrated control panel of ABB components or equivalent) 

inside the station, with all required & related electro-

mechanical connections as standard to achieve neat 

performance.                                

The work should includes dismantling the old pumps and 

replacing the new.

Set 2

6,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron gate valve DN 

250, PN16, for the suction and delivery side, working 

temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel type, stem should be 

stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber coated, 

casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, Fluorine 

(Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all bolts and nuts. 

The work includes providing any fittings required or any pipe 

modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 4

6,3

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron check valve DN 

250, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), stem should 

be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber 

coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, 

Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all bolts 

and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings required or 

any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 2

6,4

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for pumps and motors (Horizontal 

split case type, Q = 600 m^3/h, H = 60 m, RPM = 1500). The 

work includes dismantling the pump & motor cover, 

fabricating and replacing all damaged, lantern and wear rings 

(brass), brass bushes, replace ball bearings, checking all 

electric connections and operating the motor. Spare 

components should be suitable for the installed equipment.

Set 3

6,5

Supplying materials and installing two batteries 200 amp for 

the electrical generator 400 KVA, the work includes supplying 

engine oil 100 liters.  
L.S 1



6,6

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms 

and re-building the fence, the work should include repairing 

the plastering of the affected walls with re-painting them, 

repairing the iron doors and the windows with the glass 

panels, fixing the electrical fittings and lighting (12 florescent 

and 6 projectors), supplying and installing steel storage tank 

1.5 m3 for the operator room and repairing the entrance door.

L.S 1

Sub-total 6

7

7,1

Boosting pump:- Providing the required equipment, labor 

and tools for installing and operating  brand new set 

horizontal pump (Split case type, Turkish made, contractor 

shall submit technical specifications of alternative and submit 

the catalogs of the pumps and will provide a supplier’s pump 

efficiency curve for each pump requested, to ensure that the 

pumps installed are efficient and not simply matching the 

requested flow rate and head).

Complete sets (Electrical Motor and suitable Starter). 

The specification of the Pump:

Electrical motor, 380 VAC Y/D, 50 Hz.

Q = 300 M³/hr &  H = 60 m, RPM=1450. 

Shaft: stainless steel.

Work & Price include; supplying and installing suitable new 

(integrated control panel of ABB components or equivalent) 

inside the station, with all required & related electro-

mechanical connections as standard to achieve neat 

performance.                                

The work should includes dismantling the old pumps and 

replacing the new.

Set 2

7,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron gate valve DN 

200, PN16, for the suction and delivery side, working 

temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel type, stem should be 

stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber coated, 

casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, Fluorine 

(Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all bolts and nuts. 

The work includes providing any fittings required or any pipe 

modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 4

7,3

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron check valve DN 

200, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), stem should 

be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber 

coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, 

Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all bolts 

and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings required or 

any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 2

7,4

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms, 

the work should include repairing the plastering of the 

affected walls with re-painting them, repairing the iron doors 

and the windows with glass, fixing the electrical fittings and 

lighting (15 florescent and 6 projectors).

L.S 1

Sub-total 7

 Al Yarmok apartments pumping station



8

8,1

Boosting pump:- Providing the required equipment, labor 

and tools for installing and operating  brand new set 

horizontal pump (Split case type, Turkish made, contractor 

shall submit technical specifications of alternative and submit 

the catalogs of the pumps and will provide a supplier’s pump 

efficiency curve for each pump requested, to ensure that the 

pumps installed are efficient and not simply matching the 

requested flow rate and head).

Complete sets (Electrical Motor and suitable Starter). 

The specification of the Pump:

Electrical motor, 380 VAC Y/D, 50 Hz.

Q = 300 M³/hr &  H = 60 m, RPM=1450. 

Shaft: stainless steel.

Work & Price include; supplying and installing suitable new 

(integrated control panel of ABB components or equivalent) 

inside the station, with all required & related electro-

mechanical connections as standard to achieve neat 

performance.                                

The work should includes dismantling the old pumps and 

replacing the new.

Set 2

8,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron gate valve DN 

200, PN16, for the delivery side, working temperature (-10 to 

+ 110), hand wheel type, stem should be stainless-steel, 

wedge should be ductile iron rubber coated, casket EPDM-  

NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), western 

origin, flange type, with all bolts and nuts. The work includes 

providing any fittings required or any pipe modification and 

paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 4

8,3

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron check valve DN 

200, PN16, working temperature (-10 to + 110), stem should 

be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber 

coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, 

Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all bolts 

and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings required or 

any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 2

8,4

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms, 

the work should include repairing the plastering of the 

affected walls with re-painting them, repairing the iron doors 

and the windows with glass, fixing the electrical fittings and 

lighting (20 florescent and 6 projectors).

L.S 1

Sub-total 8

9

8) Wadi Akab pumping station

Tal Al Ruman PS



9,1

Supplying materials and building the Collapsed fence 

pumping station for 30 m length and 2.5 m height with 

concrete block and cement mortar, the work includes casting 

supported 4 concrete columns 40x40 cm, 1.5 m height with 

reinforcement 12 bars 16 mm and stirrups 10 mm at 25 cm 

intervals, with reinforced concrete foundation of 1x1 m and 

thickness 50 cm and reinforcement of double layer 16 mm 

steel bars, the work includes as well casting supported 

concrete beam along the fence and connected to the 

columns of dimension 40x40 cm and reinforcement of 12 

bars 16 mm and stirrup 10 mm at 25 cm, all the details of the 

columns, beams and the wall should be advised by the ICRC 

eng.6 no. of 16 mm bar and 10 mm stirrups at 25 cm, with 

the excavation.

The work includes excavation, cleaning the side of the fence, 

plastering the fence and painting with emulsion paint, making 

expansion joints each 6 m.  

L.S 1

9,2

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms, 

the work should include repairing the plastering of the 

affected walls with re-painting them, repairing the iron doors 

and the windows with glass, fixing the electrical fittings and 

lighting (20 florescent and 6 projectors).

L.S 1

Sub-total 9

10

10,1

Providing sufficient equipment, labor, tools and materials to 

make the needed modifications to make bypass for the 

connection of one pump of Tal Al Ruman (1600 m3/h, 80 m 

head) from the transmission pipeline (DN1000) to be 

connected to Al Nahrawan line (DN700) by ductile pipeline 

500 mm, the work includes all the mechanical connections, 

fittings, reducers and ductile pipes 500 mm needed to make 

the modifications, excavation and backfilling, the work will 

include as well the modifications in the electrical connections 

if needed for the pump under the modifications process with 

the cables and fittings needed. 

L.S 1

10,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron butterfly valves 

DN 500, PN16, on the bypass of the above modification at 

the line 1000 mm and the line 700 mm, working temperature (-

10 to + 110), hand wheel type, stem should be stainless-

steel, wedge should be ductile iron rubber coated, casket 

EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), 

western origin, flange type, with all bolts and nuts. The work 

includes providing any fittings required or any pipe 

modification and paint all with Jotun paint.

No. 2

Right bank WTP BS1



10,3

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for one pump & motor, serving Al 

Jadida Line (Horizontal split case type, Q = 2000 m³/h, H = 

60 m, RPM = 1500, pumps). The work includes dismantling 

the pump & motor cover, fabricating and replacing all 

damaged, lantren and wear rings (brass), brass bushes, 

replace ball bearings, checking all electric connections and 

operating the motor. Spare components should be suitable 

for the installed equipment and approved by the ICRC 

engineer.

set 1

10,4

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for one pump & motor, serving Al 

Jadida Line (Horizontal split case type, Q = 1100 m³/h, H = 

70 m, RPM = 1500, pumps). The work includes dismantling 

the pump & motor cover, fabricating and replacing all 

damaged, lantren and wear rings (brass), brass bushes, 

replace ball bearings, checking all the electric connections 

and operating the motor. Spare components should be 

suitable for the installed equipment and approved by the 

ICRC engineer.

set 2

10,5

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for one pump & motor, serving Al 

Jadida Line (Horizontal split case type, Q = 1600 m³/h, H = 

80 m, RPM = 1500, pumps). The work includes dismantling 

the pump & motor cover, fabricating and replacing all 

damaged, lantren and wear rings (brass), brass bushes, 

replace ball bearings, checking all the electric connections 

and operating the motor. Spare components should be 

suitable for the installed equipment and approved by the 

ICRC engineer.

set 2

10,6

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for three control valves 500 mm, the 

work include fabricating and replacing all damaged parts of 

the valves, checking operating the motor. Spare components 

should be suitable for the installed equipment and approved 

by the ICRC engineer.

No. 3

10,7

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron butterfly valves 

DN 500, PN16, for the delivery side of the line of Tal Al 

Ruman, working temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel 

type, stem should be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile 

iron rubber coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, 

Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all 

bolts and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings 

required or any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun 

paint.

No. 2

10,8

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and repairing and checking the Synchronization 

process of the two generators 1600 KVA CAT type to enable 

them to be operated in parallel and bring them into exact 

synchronization. The AC generator must match both the 

amplitude and the timing of the network voltage, which 

requires both speed and excitation to be systematically 

controlled for synchronization. The work should include all 

the fittings and electrical parts to complete this process.

L.S 1



10,9

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and maintaining the two electrical generator 1600 

KVA, CAT type, the maintenance should include the 

following:

1- Checking the alarm system and replacing the LED screen 

of one generator.

2- Supplying 4 batteries for each one 200 Amp.

3- Supplying 200 liter of engine oil for each generator.

4- Supplying and connecting 8 DC cells for each generator.

5- Re-operating the two generators including any 

requirements needed for the operation.

L.S 1

10,10

Providing sufficient equipment, labor, tools and materials to 

maintain, test and operate a 2.5MVA 11/0.4 KV power 

transformer, oil immersed with ONAN cooling and OFFLOAD 

TAP CHANGER WITH RELAYS

The work includes:

- Primary & Secondary coils, 

- Control wiring and connections.

- Filtering.

- Oil filling.

- Repairing damaged cables.

- The cover of the bas bar.

L.S 1

10,11

Internal Lighting system: Supply, install, test and commission 

necessary equipment's (lighting fixtures, Double fluorescent 

base with tube (Non Corrosive Weatherproof Fluorescent 

Light Fittings), control switches, wires, cable trays..etc....) for 

internal lighting system for all the pumping station buildings 

and operators house, sample of each equipment's should be 

sent to end user supervisor engineers for approval, The Price 

should cover providing necessary manpower and tools to 

complete the work.

All the works should be done according to end user 

supervisor engineer instructions. 

No. 100

10,12

External Lighting system: Supply, install, test and 

commission necessary equipment's for checking the outside 

lighting system (projectors) and replacing all the damaged 

equipment's, the price should include all the lighting fixtures, 

control switches, photo cells, wires, cable trays..etc.... for 

external lighting system (for the project where applicable). 

sample of each equipment's should be sent to the supervisor 

engineer for approval, The Price should cover providing 

necessary manpower and tools to complete the work.

No. 50

10,13

Supplying the materials and rehabilitation the pumping 

station building, including the hall pumps, operators rooms 

and re-building the fence, the work should include repairing 

the plastering of the affected walls with re-painting them, 

repairing the iron doors and the windows with the glass 

panels, supplying and installing steel storage tank 1.5 m3 for 

the operator room and repairing the entrance door.

L.S 1

Sub-total 10

11 Right bank WTP BS2



11,1

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for one pump & motor of high 

tension (Horizontal split case type, Q = 2000 m³/h, H = 60 m, 

RPM = 1500, pumps). The work includes dismantling the 

pump & motor cover, fabricating and replacing all damaged, 

lantren and wear rings (brass), brass bushes, replace ball 

bearings, checking all electric connections and operating the 

motor. Spare components should be suitable for the installed 

equipment and approved by the ICRC engineer.

set 2

11,2

Supplying and installing new brand cast iron butterfly valves 

DN 500, PN16, for the delivery side of the high tension 

pumps, working temperature (-10 to + 110), hand wheel type, 

stem should be stainless-steel, wedge should be ductile iron 

rubber coated, casket EPDM-  NBR (Ethylene propene, 

Nitrile, Fluorine (Viton)), western origin, flange type, with all 

bolts and nuts. The work includes providing any fittings 

required or any pipe modification and paint all with Jotun 

paint.

No. 2

11,3

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and minor repairs for three control valves 500 mm, the 

work include fabricating and replacing all damaged parts of 

the valves, checking operating the motor. Spare components 

should be suitable for the installed equipment and approved 

by the ICRC engineer.

No. 2

11,4

Provide the required equipment, labor and tools for servicing, 

testing and maintaining the two electrical generator 1600 

KVA and 1000 KVA, the maintenance should include the 

following:

1- Supplying 4 batteries for each one 200 Amp.

2- Supplying 200 liter of engine oil for each generator.

3- Supplying and connecting 8 DC cells for each generator.

4- Re-operating the two generators including any 

requirements needed for the operation.

L.S 1

11,5

Providing sufficient equipment, labor, tools and materials to 

maintain, test and operate a 2.5MVA 11/0.4 KV power 

transformer, oil immersed with ONAN cooling and OFFLOAD 

TAP CHANGER WITH RELAYS

The work includes:

- Primary & Secondary coils, 

- Control wiring and connections.

- Filtering.

- Oil filling.

- Repairing damaged cables.

- The cover of the bas bar.

L.S 1



11,6

Providing sufficient equipment, labor, tools and materials to 

maintain, test and operate the water hammer system of the 

station, the work includes repairing the metallic surge tank of the 

system by replacing the damaged upper part of the tank, checking 

all the release valves and other valves of the system and replacing 

them if needed, checking the mechanical connections and the 

electrical connections with the main board and replacing all the 

damaged parts like the circuits and cables, re-operating the 

system.

L.S 1

11,7

Internal Lighting system: Supply, install, test and commission 

necessary equipment's (lighting fixtures, Double fluorescent 

base with tube (Non Corrosive Weatherproof Fluorescent 

Light Fittings), control switches, wires, cable trays..etc....) for 

internal lighting system for all the pumping station buildings 

and operators house, sample of each equipment's should be 

sent to end user supervisor engineers for approval, The Price 

should cover providing necessary manpower and tools to 

complete the work.

All the works should be done according to end user 

supervisor engineer instructions. 

No. 100

11,8

External Lighting system: Supply, install, test and 

commission necessary equipment's for checking the outside 

lighting system (projectors) and replacing all the damaged 

equipment's, the price should include all the lighting fixtures, 

control switches, photo cells, wires, cable trays..etc.... for 

external lighting system (for the project where applicable). 

sample of each equipment's should be sent to the supervisor 

engineer for approval, The Price should cover providing 

necessary manpower and tools to complete the work.

No. 50

11,9

Supplying the materials and replacing the wooden doors of 

the pumping station building, operators houses (2x 1 m, of 

teak wood 4 mm from both sides) with repairing the frames of 

the doors and the affected walls after replacing the doors. 

including the painting of the doors and frames, suitable of 

good locks accepted by the ICRC engineer.

No. 33

11,10

Supplying the materials and repairing the iron gates of the 

pumping station, 6 gates of dimensions (3x2,5 m, 4x3 m, 

3.5x 3 m), the work includes replacing the damaged parts, 

locks and painting with oil paint.
No. 6

Sub total 11

No. DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

4

5

6

Al Ma'amon apartments pumping station

Al Ma'amoon pumping station

Al-Mansour new pumping station

 Dawasa pumping station

Al Mansour old pumping station

 Al Rafidain pumping station



7

8

9

10

11

Working Days The duration

Tal Al Ruman pumping station

TOTAL AMOUNT

Right bank WTP BS1

Right bank WTP BS2

 Al Yarmook apartments pumping station

 Wadi Akab pumping station


